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Objectives

At the completion of this program, the participant will be able to:

● Identify the benefits & challenges associated with a multi-generational 
workforce

● Recognize how members of different generations perceive and stereotype 
other generations

● Review strategies for relating and communicating across generations

What is a generation?
● ~15-20 year timeframe
● Shares a similar set of experiences due to events in their lifetime
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Differences between generations can be they 
by-product of unique historical circumstances
that members of an age cohort experience, 
particular during a time when they are in 
process of forming opinions.

http://www.pewresearch.org/topics/generations-and-age/
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One for the history books
For the first time in US history, we have up to 5 generations in the workplace

Diversity has long been a buzzword in virtually 
all corners of society.  But for health 
professionals, including pharmacists, 
recognizing diversity 
goes beyond simply acknowledging that 
patients represent different backgrounds.  
Truly understanding people’s differences and 
cultures can be a vital part of providing 
quality patient care.
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Baby Boomers vs. Millennials
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Who was well known for saying 
“and that’s the way it is”
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Who was well known for saying 
“We the best”
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What dance move did Michael Jackson 
invent?

On Tinder, if you really really like 
someone, what do you do?
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The Silents
1928-1945

Baby Boomers 
1946-1964
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Gen X 
1965-1980

Millennials  
1981-1996
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iGen
1997-2012

Our upcoming generation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXV-yaFmQNk


Activity

What words/phrases society often uses to describe different 
generations? (not necessarily how YOU would describe 
them)

Millennials & Gen Z - Quick Facts
● Attention spans are diminishing

○ 2000: 12 seconds
○ 2013: 8 seconds
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Millennials & Gen Z - Quick 
Facts
● Neuroscientists are concerned about longer 

term effect of technology 

→ lazy & shallow thinking

● Reduction in spelling & math skills
● Immediate access to just about everything

Generational Assignments of Students Currently 
Enrolled in PharmD Programs

Likely to be*:

● Tail-end of millennial generation (Gen Y)
● Beginning of the post-millennial generation (Gen Z, iGen)

*Assumes students completed 3 years of post-secondary education immediately upon graduation 

from high school. These estimations do not apply to second-career students 
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Who are our students?

Perceptions 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-TyPfYMDK8


Generational Preferences
Gen X Millennials Gen Z

Eager to learn
Prefers a less formal 

approach
Immersive learners

May still accept 

classroom trainings

Search engine & social 

media are go-to resources

Observational learners 

first, then learn by doing

Seeks plenty of feedback Instant feedback Digital learning tools

Prefer on-the-job training Microlearning

More distracted than 

Millennials, learn in “bits 

and bytes”

Activity
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Think of a situation where you tried to talk with 
someone from a different generation, and it just 
didn’t work.
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Strategies for Success

Bridging Differences

● Identify values
● Assess value differences
● Acknowledge implications
● Change behaviors
● Communicate needs
● Build on commonalities
● Accept differences
● Tap into motivations

Managing Differences

● Set clear goals
● Share a common purpose
● Expect mutual accountability
● Give real recognition

Strategies for Success
Allow time to model & coach

● Effective use of credible resources
● Developing a systematic process for 

acquiring and utilizing new 
information

Weitzel, KW, et al. 2012. AJHP; 68:1588-99.

Seemiller, C., Grace, G.. Maximizing Learning, in Millennials Go to College
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Strategies for Success

● Longitudinal projects → break up in chunks, if possible
● Role-play how scenarios play out → “see then do”
● Short topic discussions → “bits & bytes”

Case Scenarios
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kk3N4qOihHw


Summary

● Understanding is key
● Be clear in communications & verify understanding
● Recognize what you bring to the situation
● Utilize your strengths & capitalize on student strengths
● Have fun!

Question #1

What are some strategies for success to handle generational differences?

A. Identify values
B. Share a common purpose
C. Expect mutual accountability
D. Give real recognition
E. All the above
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Question #2

What are the four roles of being a preceptor in order?

A. Direction Instruction, Modeling, Coaching, Facilitating
B. Direct Instruction, Coaching, Modeling, Facilitating
C. Coaching, Facilitating, Modeling, Coaching
D. Modeling, Coaching, Teaching, Lawyering

Question #3

All millennials want instant feedback.

A. True
B. False
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Thank You!
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